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Full day of snorkeling and
lobster dinner for two
by Madison Hardy

It was surprisingly easy to write this article. One click and I was booked on,
what I believe are, the three best-hidden secrets of Cam Ranh. The Expedia
title said, "Full-day Snorkeling and Sunset Lobster Dinner for Two," but it
was so much more. First of all, the idea of anything for a full day is terrifying
for me, personally; being driven to god knows where at the mercy of your
guide for food, fun, and guidance… no thanks. Well, that was the beauty of
this three-in-one service. We gave the mom-and-pop company a quick call
the day before and asked if we could move the times around a bit. Start the
tour at 2pm instead of 9am, wrap up and return at 6 instead of 8, you know
get control of the day and not overcommit. They were happy to oblige, and
as we arrived to see the boat full with hoards of tourists, I was glad we had
asked for a customized trip.
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THE VOICE

It was just me and my best friend, sitting on the dock after a 45-minute cab
ride from the city, looking out over the glistening water and our boat driver
cleaning up the remains of his previous trip. The waiting area was a cute
homestay and cafe, with a family-style mentality to help yourself to water and
tea, pet the dogs, and walk the beach. After about 15 minutes, he waved us
over and we boarded the speed boat for a day's adventure. It wasn't long
after we had maneuvered through the crab pots and fishing lines of the bay,
before we were speeding on the open waves and giggling and bouncing, our
hair waving in the wind. Our sun soaked captain threw the boat into neutral in
an unexpected enclave of rocks jutting out from the sea. It was here that he
handed us our masks and life jackets for an hour of swimming, snorkeling and
photos. The rocks provided a wonderful ecosystem for the ancient coral. The
water was fairly clear for diving down and peeking at starfish, sea anemones
and surprisingly large tropical fish! After getting crafty with our life jackets
and laughing to the point of tears, we were hoisted back on to our speedboat
and zipped to our next location like celebrities on vacation.

Jenny caught the whole thing on camera as I danced in front of the lens, full of joy. Suddenly, our jaws dropped. We
slowed and coasted up to what may be the most beautiful private beach that I had seen in my entire 32 years of life.
(That's saying a lot considering I lived on a sailboat in the Caribbean for 4 years and am no stranger to the tropical
beaches of South East Asia). We couldn't believe our eyes. The most calm, crystal-clear turquoise water, and sand
made of, what looked to be, pure baby powder. We were the only two people on the beach, besides our guide and the
landowner, Quoc. They both recommended that we try out the paddle-board which led to another round of hysterical
laughter, and afterwards we entertained ourselves by discovering the island and soaking in the moment. Like a mind
reader, our tour guide knew exactly when we had had enough sun. He turned on the engine to deliver us to our third
and final treat. The handoff was seamless. We threw on our evening cover-ups and jumped from the speedboat to a
smaller vessel, now in the hands of an older gentleman that would be our chef for the evening. We enjoyed the quiet
ride to a floating dock in the middle of the quaint fishing village bay. Our driver hopped off to park the boat and
guided us to a lovely dining area with wine and water, while he began to prep in the kitchen. Jenny and I watched the
sunset while we sipped and looked at photos from our day's adventures. Before we knew it, our chef was proudly
carrying out tray after tray of seafood dishes. We oohed and awed at his skills and the sheer variety. We savored the
cheese-covered, fresh oysters, papaya salad, grilled squid, fresh steamed lobster, and white fish. This was a dream
come true. There we sat floating in the sea with the golden sunset on our backs, stuffing our faces with the day’s
freshest catch. This tour cost us only 2.7 million VND for two people and it was by far a day that we will never forget.

